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{2018-6-15} 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

 

we{ Wi-linktech Communication Technologies 

(Shanghai) Co.,Ltd  
 would like to have our product WLT8266BM(FCC ID:2AOO6WLT8266BM)applied for 

single modular approval.The requirements regulated in CFR47 Part 15.212 have been 

fulfilled and clearly explained below. } 

 

The requirements of Public Notice DA00-1407 have been met and shown on the 

following statements. 

 

1. “The modular transmitter must have its own RF shielding.”: 

{ The  module  has  its  own  RF  shielding.  Please  see  external  photo.pdf } 

 

2. “The modular transmitter must have buffered modulation/data inputs.”: 

{ The  modular  has  buffered  data  inputs,  it  is  integrated  in  Modular  WLT8266. 

Please  see  schematic.pdf } 

 

3. “The modular transmitter must have its own power supply regulation.”: 

{ All  power  lines  derived  from  the  host  device  are  regulated  before  energizing  oth

er  circuits  internal  to  the  WLT8266BM Please  see  schematic.pdf } 

 

4. “The modular transmitter must comply with the antenna requirements of section 

15.203 and 15.204(C).”:  

{ TheWLT8266BM  meets  the  FCC  antenna  requirements.  It  has  an integrated 

antenna,which permanently affixed. } 

 

5. “The modular transmitter must be tested in a stand-alone configuration”: 

{ The  WLT8266BM was  tested  in  a  stand‐alone    Please  see   setup photo.pdf } 

 

6. “The modular transmitter must be labeled with its own FCC ID number.”: 

{ The  label  position  of  WLT8266BM is  clearly  indicated.  Please  see  the  

 label.pdf   

Please notice that if the FCC identification number is not visible when the nodule is 

installed inside another device, then the outside of the device into which the module is 

installed must also display a label referring to the enclosed module. This exterior label 

can use wording such as the following: “Contains Transmitter Module FCC ID: 

2AOO6WLT8266BM” or “Contains FCC ID: 2AOO6WLT8266BM”} 

 

7. “The modular transmitter must comply with any specific rule or operating 

requirements applicable to the transmitter and the manufacturer must provide 

adequate instructions along with the module to explain any such requirements.”: 



Wi-linktech Communication Technologies 

(Shanghai) Co.,Ltd  
 

{ The  WLT8266BM is  compliant  with  all  applicable  FCC  rules.  Detail  instructions  

are  given  in  the  Users  Manual. } 

 

8. “The modular transmitter must comply with any applicable RF exposure 

requirements.”: 

 

{ TheWLT8266BM comply  with  applicable  RF  exposure  requirements.  Please  see  R

F exposure statement. pdf } 

 

Please contact me if you have any further questions.   

 

Regards, 

 

Client signature:        

                                
 

Date: 

 

Company: Wi-linktech Communication Technologies (Shanghai)Co., Ltd 

 


